The electronic structure of free-standing parallel and braided bundles of single-wall carbon nanotubes ͑ϳ1.2 nm diameter͒ was probed by transmission electron microscopy and electron energy loss spectroscopy. The observed dramatic changes in the carbon K͑1s͒ near-edge structures are attributed to the tubes' structural packing in bundles which consequently alters their electronic structure. The * -and the * -states are shown to be strongly affected by the way the tubes are packed in the bundles ͑i.e., parallel, braided, turned, or twisted͒. 11 Electronic properties of SWCNTs have been described theoretically in relation to the number of carbon hexagons and their matching around the tube's circumference, [12] [13] [14] [15] the distortion of the straight tubular structure, 11, 16, 17 and the introduction of topological defects, such as pentagon/heptagon pairs. 18, 19 Less known are the interactions between SWCNTs within parallel [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] and braided bundles. 11 In particular, the parallel packing of SWCNTs induces changes in the * bands formed by carbon 2p z orbitals, suggesting that bonding is the intertube binding mechanism in bundles. [20] [21] [22] [23] However, distortion, bending, and/or coiling individual tubes induce mixing between and states. 25 This may change the intertube bonding character in bundles composed of distorted and/or twisted tubes, thereby locally modifying the electrical transport along the bundle and for different bundle arrangements. We recently reported a significant conductance modulation along a periodically coiled one-dimensional system made of two tightly braided nanotubes.
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In this letter, we report experimental evidence for the * and * mixed character of intertube bonding in free-standing SWCNT bundles with different packing geometries. The SWCNTs were synthesized by laser ablation, dispersed on a gold grid and examined in a transmission electron microscope ͑TEM͒ equipped with electron energy loss spectroscopy ͑EELS͒. [26] [27] [28] The carbon K energy loss near-edge structure spectra of SWCNT bundles consist of the two main * -and * -conduction bands for bulk graphite ͑due to strong similarities in their local atomic arrangement͒. We observed significant changes in the fine structure of these bands, induced by structural arrangement effects, such as turning and twisting of SWCNTs into bundles.
SWCNTs were synthesized by ablating a CoNi-doped graphite target, using a pulsed Nd:YAG laser in the superposed double pulse configuration. 29, 30 TEM measurements were performed in a ZEISS 902 ͑80 keV͒ apparatus equipped with an energy filter and a Peltier cooled charge coupled device intensified PROSCAN camera. 31 A droplet of the raw synthesis product diluted in isopropyl alcohol was used to disperse the nanotubes on a gold TEM grid ͑mesh 1000͒. Most of the reaction products are thereby located next to or bridged between two gold wires. Several TEM images identified free-standing bundles of parallel and braided nanotubes. These observations unambiguously demonstrate that small diameter nanotubes naturally self-assemble into straight or braided bundles even in the absence of an underlying substrate.
Figure 1͑a͒ displays high-resolution TEM images of a free-standing bundle consisting of parallel-packed SWCNTs ͑P-SWCNT͒ and a free-standing SWCNT ͑inset͒, respectively. The average diameter of SWCNTs is found to be ͑1.2± 0.2͒ nm while that of the bundle is ͑22± 2͒ nm. 32 Figure 1͑b͒ shows EELS spectra recorded at the carbon K edge for: A free-standing SWCNT, a free-standing bundle of P-SWCNTs and highly oriented pyrolitic graphite ͑HOPG͒. The spectral features are due to the transition from the carbon 1s core level to p-like final unoccupied states. 26 Two prominent features are apparent: ͑i͒ The sharp peak near 286 eV, which is due to a transition from the 1s core level to the * -band, and ͑ii͒ the structures in the 293-340 eV range, due to 1s → * transitions. The former peak, attributed to the * -band, is characteristic of unsaturated sp 2 carbon bonds 33 and is a typical feature of the graphite K edge. 27, 33, 34 However, this peak is narrower for the free-standing SWCNT ͑ϳ1.6 eV͒ than for bulk graphite and the free-standing bundle of P-SWCNTs ͑ϳ2.2 eV͒. This difference becomes more evident by differentiating the spectra and comparing the slope rates. The SWCNT differentiated curve ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒ presents an onset at an energy value significantly higher than those of both other curves. This energy is strictly related to the onset of the density of unoccupied C 2p states. Thus, these states are localized at energies ͑above the Fermi level͒ higher than in graphite or in P-SWCNT, implying an opening of the energy gap for the SWCNT.
Carbon K edge spectra in the 293-340 eV energy range also change, depending on the analyzed structure. The HOPG curve exhibits the typical line shape due to the 1s → * transition, composed of five prominent features ͑a-e͒. These features also appear for SWCNT and P-SWCNT samples, but present different relative intensities, widths, and energy positions with respect to HOPG. While peaks a and d do not shift, peaks b and c move toward higher energies. By contrast, peak e shows a remarkable shift toward lower energies, going from HOPG to the nanotubes. In general, the peak positions are the same for SWCNTs and bundles; however, they are much sharper for a free-standing SWCNT than for a P-SWCNT bundle. In other words, curvature affects the energy position of the * -states related peaks, while tube bundling causes peak broadening. The intensity ratios of the * -peak to peak a ͑I * / I *͒ for SWCNT and P-SWCNT bundles ͑0.48 and 0.56, respectively, as opposed to 0.53 for HOPG͒ are in agreement with values reported by He et al. 23 for P-SWCNT bundles ͑made of ϳ1.35 nm diameter tubes͒ and with the tendency of the I * / I * intensity ratio to increase with increasing bundle diameters. Together with the above mentioned broadening of * features for the P-SWCNT bundle, this confirms the already postulated -bonding character of intertube bonding within a bundle, 23 rather than a van der Waals type of interaction ͑for which no changes of the energy bands are expected͒. Furthermore, the increase of I * / I * and peak broadening can be interpreted as a result of a partial delocalization of the electrons of graphene p z orbitals ͑now curved into a cylinder͒ and their sharing by two neighboring tubes when they approach each other. However, the simultaneous broadening of * features observed in bundled tubes suggests an interaction also involving p x and p y orbitals, e.g., in terms of -mixing. Figure 2͑a͒ displays TEM images of two free-standing bundles of turned and twisted SWCNTs ͑T-SWCNT͒. The average diameter of T 1 and T 2 bundles is ͑5.6± 0.5͒ nm and ͑6.0± 0.5͒ nm, respectively. 35 The corresponding carbon K edge EELS spectra are displayed in Fig. 2͑b͒ together with those of the free-standing SWCNT and HOPG. Again, * and * resonances change in terms of intensity ratio and width. These bundles have the same diameter, but exhibit significant differences with respect to the way they are FIG. 1. ͑a͒ TEM image of a bundle of P-SWNT with a diameter of ϳ22 nm and of free-standing SWCNT with a diameter of ϳ1.2 nm ͑inset͒; ͑b͒ carbon K edge electron energy loss near edge structure of a free-standing SWCNT, a free-standing P-SWCNT bundle and a HOPG surface; and ͑c͒ enlarged part of the differentiated near-edge spectra shown in ͑b͒.
FIG. 2.
͑a͒ TEM image of two free-standing coiled SWCNT bundles with various degrees of twisting ͑T-SWNT͒; and ͑b͒ carbon K edge electron energy loss near edge structure of a free-standing SWCNT, two freestanding T-SWCNT bundles and of a HOPG specimen.
braided. Only a small part of the T 1 bundle undergoes turning and twisting, while the T 2 bundle is strongly coiled with an average helical angle of ͑21± 3͒°with respect to the tube axis. This difference in the tubes' packing geometry is reflected in the C K edge spectra ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒. Bundle T 1 does not exhibit many differences with respect to SWCNT features with a narrow * -peak ͑ϳ1.8 eV͒ and * -structure. However, its intensity ratio I * / I * is ϳ0.57, much higher than expected for a small diameter bundle of parallel tubes. 23 On the other hand, T 2 has an I * / I * value of ϳ0.58, and its * -peak is very broad ͑ϳ3 eV͒ as are its * ͑a-d͒ features, as shown by comparing the slope rates on differentiated spectra ͑not shown here͒. This demonstrates that coiling induces a strong delocalization of p z orbital electrons, and causes strong mixing with * -states. Such a rehybridization could be explained in terms of curvature-induced pyramidalization angle of carbon atoms as suggested by Niyogi et al. 36 The differentiated curve for the T 1 bundle presents an onset at an energy value which is very close to that of the SWCNT and significantly higher than that of the T 2 curve. Since this onset is related to the energy gap, we infer that the gap opening or changes in the energy gap can occur for different degrees of twisting of SWCNT bundles. In perspective, controllably coiled/braided nanotubes ͑with tailored energy gaps͒ may become fundamental building blocks for nanoelectronics.
In conclusion, by combining high-resolution TEM and localized EELS measurements on free-standing lasersynthesized SWCNTs, we have shown that the packing geometry of SWCNTs in different types of bundles strongly alters their individual electronic structure. 
